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SCR-MCR Ethernet RFID Reader Tool

Congratulations on your selection of the Inepro SCR-MCR Ethernet RFID Reader Tool.
We are certain you will be pleased with your purchase of one of the flexibele solutions
of the market.

We want to help you get the best result from your SCR-MCR Ethernet RFID Reader
Tool. This manual contains information on how to do that; please read it carefully. Due
to continuous product improvements this manual is subject to changes without notice.

We strongly recommend you read the license agreement to fully understand its
coverage and your responsibilities of ownership. 

Your Inepro dealer is dedicated to your satisfaction and will be pleased to answer your
questions and your concerns.

Best wishes,
Inepro BV.

The most versatile card reader solution
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ATTENTION!!
Read this manual carefully before installing the SCR-MCR Ethernet RFID Reader Tool!

Mains connection

Guarentee

Security

Before connecting the appliance to the mains, check that the mains supply voltage corresponds to the voltage
printed on the type plate of the adapter. If the mains voltage is different, consult your supplier.

No guarantee can be given if safety regulations are not followed.

Always disconnect the power supply before handling anything inside the device.

Directives

I

This dev ice may  only  be used indoors.

For  Indoor Use Only

Changes and/or modifications
Changes and/or modfications whch have not been approved by the responsible party can void the user's
authorty to operate the equitement.

This dev ice is complies w ith part 15 of the FC C  rules, operation is subject to two conditions:
(1) This dev ice may  not cause harmful interference.
(2) This dev ice must accept any  interference receiv ed, includng interference that may  cause undesired operation.

FCC Federal Communications Commission - US

This dev ice is in conformity  w ith the EMC  directiv e and low -v oltage directiv e.

CE Conformité Europeéne (Conform European Norm)

A ppareil concernés:
MC R708, MC R708G, DC R708, DC R708G, SC R708

Le présent appareil est conforme aux C NR
d’Industrie C anada applicables aux appareils radio
exempts de licence.
L’exploitation est autorisée aux deux conditions
suiv antes :
(1) l’appareil ne doit pas produire de brouillage, et 

 
(2) l’utilisateur de l’appareil doit accepter tout

brouillage radioélectrique subi, même si le brouillage
est susceptible d’en compromettre le
fonctionnement.

Conformité d’Industr ie Canada

Relev ant Dev ices:
MC R708, MC R708G, DC R708, DC R708G, SC R708

This dev ice complies w ith Industry  C anada’s
licence-exempt RSSs. O peration is subject to the
follow ing two conditions:
(1) This dev ice may  not cause interference; and
(2) This dev ice must accept any  interference, including
interference that may  cause undesired operation of the
dev ice.

Confirm Canada Industr ies

End of life directives

Inepro is pay ing a lot of attention to env ironmentally -friendly  production. Your new  dev ice contain materials which can be recy cled and
reused. A t the end of its life specialised companies can dismantle the discarded dev ice to recy cle the reusable materials and to minimise the
amount of materials to be disposed of. P lease observ e the local regulations regarding the disposal of packaging materials, exhausted batteries
and old requipment.

This dev ice is in conformity  w ith A ustralian law .

RCM Regulatory Compliance Mark
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 Introduction

The SCR-MCR Ethernet RFID Reader Tool is a handy tool for the ethernet RFID reader. 

The ethernet RFID reader set consists of a ethernet RFID reader and a controller unit. The firmware of both the controller and the
ethernet RFID reader can be updated with this tool and the reader can be given another configuration (reading other cards or the
same cards in a different way). The tool can also execute a number of simple hardware tests.

This manual aspires to hand you a set of easy and short instructions for all these tasks  
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 Application Overview

Functional flow
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GUI Overview
Use this GUI overview to see where each section is located:

Section Descr iption

I. Toggle Mode Use this to toggle to mode from 'Production' to 'Maintenance' or v ice v ersa.

II. F ind Readers Use the find readers section to find the ethernet RF ID reader on the network.

III. F ound Readers The list of readers found after scanning the network (or network segment) or specific IP-address.

IV . Summary  / F ilter
This has a summary  of the found and display ed reader(s). Use this filter, to filter the search results.
A ll v alues in the data grid are compared to the search term.

V . Reader Selection Use these check boxes to make a selection out of the list of found readers.

V I. IP-address The IP-address of the found reader.

V II. MA C -address The hardware (or MA C -address) of that reader.

V III. Serial Number The ethernet RF ID reader's Inepro serial number.

IX. (Host) Name The ethernet RF ID reader's host name.

X. C ontroller V ersion Info The firmware ty pe and v ersion of the controller.

XI. Reader V ersion Info The ethernet RF ID reader's firmware v ersion.

XII. C onfigure selected readers C onfigure the network properties of the selected ethernet RF ID reader(s).

XIII. Hardware Test and data analy ser Perform a hardware test or card data analy sis.

XIV . Local IP-address
Select the IP-address of y our preferred network card to use in the application is running on. This IP-
address is used to communicate directly  w ith the ethernet RF ID reader.

XV . Program C ontroller F irmware In this section the selected controller(s) firmware can be updated.

XV I. Program Reader F irmware In this section the selected The ethernet RF ID reader(s) firmware can be updated.

XV II. Program Reader C onfiguration In this section the selected The ethernet RF ID reader(s) can be configured.

XV III. Progress Bar / Status Bar
In this section the progress of w riting the firmware or configuration is shown. In the status bar a
description of the current process is shown. O r 'idle' when the sy stem is is idle.

Consult the 'How to..' chapter of this manual for instructions on each section  
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 How to toggle the tool mode

The application has two modes, the 'Production' mode and the 'Maintenance' mode.

The 'Production' mode is for changing the network configuration, testing the hardware or just reviewing versions and other
properties.

The 'Maintenance' mode  is for programming firmware onto the controller or reader, to change the reader configuration and to
analyse card data.

To change the mode, slide the slider in the upper right corner to the appropriate mode  

 How to find reader(s)

You can find readers both in 'Production' mode as in 'Maintenance' mode.
Before doing anything with the ethernet RFID reader(s) you must have them visible in the tool.
There are two ways to find ethernet RFID reader(s) on the network. You can scan for them on an specific IP-address or network
range. Another way is to provide a list of IP-addresses to be scanned. Both methods can be combined.

Example case:
A site with a lot of different networks has allowed broadcasts between those networks. (All their routers allow broadcasting to
the other network).
It uses the default network mask (255.255.255.0), and has these readers on these IP-addresses:

192.168.10.15 Reader_1
192.168.10.20 Reader_2
192.168.50.10 Reader_3
192.168.50.25  Reader_4
10.0.0.55 Reader_5
10.5.0.60 Reader_6

 For more information on the term 'Broadcast Address', see 'Broadcast Address' on page:  .25
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Scan for readers by network range or specific IP-address
§ Scan for ethernet RFID readers on an specific IP-address or network range. Scan a range by using a broadcast address (use

a value of 255 in that network segment).

§ Click the 'Scan'  button to search for connected IP-Readers on that IP-address or range.

Find all
§ To find all readers on the connected networks use the range '255.255.255.255', this will send a broadcast over all connected

networks that have allowed broadcasting.
All the readers will be found.

Find specific
Find all in the 192.168.x.x range: use '192.168.255.255'. => 192.168.10.15, 192.168.10.20, 192.168.50.10 and
192.168.50.25
Find all in the 10.x.x.x range: use '10.255.255.255'. => 10.0.0.55, 10.5.0.60
Find all in the 10.5.0.x range: use '10.5.0.255'. => 10.5.0.60
Find the reader with IP-address '192.168.50.10' => 192.168.50.10

 For more information on the term 'Broadcast Address', see 'Broadcast Address' on page:  .25
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Scan for readers by text file
A text file with IP-addresses may also be used, one address per line. Please check the box if you need to use such a text file).

 To use this option you must open a text editor (like Notepad) and create and save a text file with IP-
addresses (one IP-address per line).

· For our example create a text file named 'My IP-Readers.txt' and fill it like the image shows below:

§ In the SCR-MCR Ethernet RFID Reader Tool, select and open that text file.
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Text file example:

§ Click the 'Scan'  button.

 'Reader_3', (IP-address 192.168.50.10) is not in the list and will not be found.
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Scan using the combination of the two search methods
Both methods can also be used at the same time.
If the range is set to '192.168.255.255' and the text file is like this:

Text file example:

§ Select and open the text file.

§ Click the 'Scan'  button.
Then all readers in the 'example case' on page:   would be found  8
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 How to edit the reader's network settings

You can edit one or more reader's network settings both in 'Production' mode as in 'Maintenance' mode.
The list with readers is returned, with (when possible) an IP-address and host name.

The network settings can be opened for either one reader or for multiple readers:

Edit the network settings for a single reader
§ Open the network configuration of an IP-Reader by double-clicking it in the list. Alternatively, so can also tick the check box of

only one row. Then click then green 'Configure' button in the lower-left corner.

Edit network settings for multiple readers
§ Select multiple readers in the list (by ticking the check box at the front of the row) and then click then green 'Configure' button

in the lower-left corner.

 Note that some options are left out. Those can only be set selecting a single ethernet RFID reader.
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The network settings window

 This screen is divided in these sections. 'Name', 'IP configuration', 'Server configuration':

Name
Key Description

Name The name of the IP-Reader (like 'Printer Q745'). This name is also used as host name.

IP configuration
Key Description

Dynamic Host
Configuration
Protocol

Activate when DHCP is used. Disable when the network information is added manually.

IP The IP-address of the IP Reader.

Net mask
The net mask (Change only if a subnet is used, ask you administrator for more
information, if you are not sure). Default value 255.255.255.0

Gateway
The IP-address of the gateway (The gateway is the server, that is set between 2
networks (a private network and Internet). Normally this would be the same address as
the DNS Server.

Domain Name
System

The IP-address of the server with the Domain Name System, the system that translates
names into IP-addresses.

Server Configuration Settings
Key Description

Server 1 IP IP-address of the server.

Server 2 IP IP-address of the backup server (used when server 1 is offline). (Optional)

Server 1 name
When DNS is used and this field is set,the IP-address is ignored, and the content of
this field is used as the host name of the server.

Server 2 name
When DNS is used and this field is set,the IP-address is ignored, and the content of
this field is used as the back-up host name of the server.

 

 The  button closes this screen without saving any chances made.

 The  button sends the new network configuration to the IP-Reader. 
 

§ Save the network configuration (send configuration to the IP-Reader) by clicking the green 'Check' button  
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 How to program the controller firmware

§ Make sure the tool is in 'Maintenance' Mode.

 The window above shows multiple selected readers

§ Select the reader(s) you want to work with by ticking the check box at the front of the row.
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§ Browse for the desired firmware file. Click the 'Browse' icon.

§ Re-check that the correct readers are selected.

§ Click 'Program'.

The progress is shown in the progress bar as well as the current status or process.

The controller firmware should now be programmed  
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 How to program the reader firmware

§ Make sure the tool is in 'Maintenance' Mode.

 The window above shows multiple selected readers

§ Select the reader(s) you want to work with by ticking the check box at the front of the row.
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§ Browse for the desired firmware file. Click the 'Browse' icon. Don't let the name of the file deter you, although it's name
contains 'usb_' it is also suited for the IP-reader.

§ Re-check that the correct readers are selected.

§ Click 'Program'.

The progress is shown in the progress bar as well as the current status or process.

The reader firmware should now be programmed   
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 How to program the reader configuration

 The window above shows multiple selected readers

§ Select the reader(s) you want to work with by ticking the check box at the front of the row.
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§ Browse for the desired firmware file. Click the 'Browse' icon.

§ Re-check that the correct readers are selected.

§ Click 'Program'.

The progress is shown in the progress bar as well as the current status or process.

The reader configuration should now be programmed  
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 How to perform a hardware test

§ Click the 'Hardware Test' button  on the bottom of the screen. A pop-up window will open.

In the test reader window you can test the ethernet RFID reader:

§ The LED - the orange LED should blink 3x
§ The relay - a click-clack sound should come from the relay on the reader
§ The buzzer - a number of beeps should be heard

You can also analyse card data; Place a card on the reader, wait a short period and take it off.
Now you should have 2 messages a [CARD_IN] event and a [CARD_OUT] event, with all the details the reader has read from that
card
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 Appendix I: Concepts

Net mask
A network mask, subnet mask or net mask is a binary number that is used to divide or sub net the IP-addressing. The IP-
addresses within this sub net are within the same broadcast domain. As a result of this broadcasts are not send over the entire
Internet.

The 'net mask' is a binary number (say 'n') of consecutive 'ones' started with the MSB (Most Significant Bit) of a 32-bits IP-
address (8 bits times 4), followed by 32-n 'zeros'. For IP-addresses belonging to this net mask the first n bits are the (sub) net
number, and the following 32-n bits are the host address.

Example
Given: The sub net mask (written as decimal numbers) is '255.255.255.0'. Then there are 24 'ones' and 8 'zeros'. Written as
binary numbers this net mask is  11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000. When this mask is 'laid over' an incoming IP-address
and a logical AND operation is executed, the result would be the sub net address.

Say this net mask is used with the IP-address '192.10.10.128'. When the AND operation is executed on this IP-address and the
sub net mask ('255.255.255.0') then this would result in the sub net number '192.10.10.0'. We can also conclude that all hosts
within that subnet have an IP-address that is formatted like this: '192.10.10.xxx' (the x's being a number from 0-255) and has a
maximum of 256 addresses. The first address (in this case 192.10.10.0) is always used as the network ID and the last (in this
case 192.10.10.255) is always used as the broadcast address.

Two reserved 'host-addresses'
These two address are always reserved:
§ Addresses with all host positions set to binary '1' (in decimals: '255.255.255.255'), because this is the so-called broadcast

address. In the example this would be 8 bits.
§ Addresses with all host positions set to binary '0' (in decimals: '0.0.0.0'), this is the zero network or 0.0.0.0, which in Internet

Protocol standards stands for this network, i.e. the local network.

Addresses ending with a binary '0' (0) or eight binary '1's (255)
§ An IP address ending with a binary '0' (in decimals: '0', like '192.168.5.0') is a sub net number or network ID and can not be

used as a host address. It is used to identify that entire network.
§ An IP address ending with eight binary '1's (in decimals: '255', like '192.168.5.255') is the broadcast address for that network.

So, provided that the sub net mask is 255.255.255.0, and the IP address is 192.168.5.255, it would be the broadcast address
for the 192.168.5.0 network, broadcasting to the network range: 192.168.5.1 - 192.168.5.254).
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Broadcast address
The broadcast address is an IP-address that has all of it's host bits set to a binary value of '1' (in decimals: '255') ((x.x.x.255 with
a sub net mask of 255.255.255.0). The broadcast address is used when an IP packet must be send to all hosts within the same
sub net as the sender of the message. This might be needed when sending messages that provide information about a
configuration change in the network, like DHCP.

In other words, take the host's IP address, and set to '1' any bit positions which hold a '0' in the subnet mask. For broadcasting a
packet to an entire IPv4 subnet using the private IP address space 172.16.0.0/12, which has the subnet mask 255.240.0.0, the
broadcast address is 172.16.0.0 | 0.15.255.255 = 172.31.255.255.

A special definition exists for the IP broadcast address 255.255.255.255. It is the broadcast address of the zero network or
0.0.0.0, which in Internet Protocol standards stands for this network, i.e. the local network. Transmission to this address is
limited by definition, in that it is never forwarded by the routers connecting the local network to other networks.

DHCP
The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is a network management protocol used on TCP/IP networks whereby a DHCP
server dynamically assigns an IP address and other network configuration parameters to each device on a network so they can
communicate with other IP networks. A DHCP server enables computers to request IP addresses and networking parameters
automatically, reducing the need for a network administrator or a user to manually assign IP addresses to all network devices. In
the absence of a DHCP server, a computer or other device on the network needs to be manually assigned an IP address.

DNS
A private network and the Internet use IP-addresses to identify the network devices connected to the network.
The Domain Name System (DNS) is a hierarchical decentralized naming system for computers, services, or other resources
connected to the Internet or a private network. It associates various information with domain names assigned to each of the
participating entities. Most prominently, it translates more readily memorized domain names to the numerical IP addresses
needed for locating and identifying computer services and devices with the underlying network protocols. By providing a
worldwide, distributed directory service, the Domain Name System is an essential component of the functionality on the Internet,
that has been in use since 1985.
The Domain Name System delegates the responsibility of assigning domain names and mapping those names to Internet
resources by designating authoritative name servers for each domain. Network administrators may delegate authority over sub-
domains of their allocated name space to other name servers. This mechanism provides distributed and fault tolerant service and
was designed to avoid a single large central database

The Domain Name System (DNS) simply provided a way for a user to enter a host name (like www.google.com' after which the
correct IP-address (in my case: '172.217.17.142') is looked up and contacted  
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 Notes

This area is meant for the reader's notes:
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